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Groupthink vs group polarization worksheet answers

Subject Resources Why the eclipse is (was) best experienced in a crowd – I just like the first picture in this article. Who are you watching in an audience when you speak?  Nodding or frowning? - Interesting study tracked the eye movements of speakers that were either high or low in social anxiety to see
who to watch when speaking. Debriefing after a task improves the team's effectiveness Alcohol and group formation - Sayette and his colleagues gathered various small groups of 720 male and female participants, a larger sample than in previous alcohol studies. The researchers assessed individual and
group interactions using the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) and the Grouptalk model for speech behavior. They concluded that alcohol stimulates social bonding, increases the time people spend talking to each other, and reduces showing negative emotions. According to Sayette, the paper
introduces in alcohol literature new measures of facial_expression_ and speech behavior that offer a sensitive and comprehensive assessment of social bonding. [added 12/24/12] Joining the social flow – The main finding is that participants in the high dependent dependency state were ranked as more
excited than participants in the low dependent state, based on self-report and on scores from trained observers who saw their facial expressions and body language. [added 3/13/10] How much do our social networks shape our behavior? - More contagion research -- Interesting New York Times article
reviewing research on infectious nature behavior in social networks [added 1/19/10] The Watercooler Effect - Nick DiFonzo is the author of the book, The Water Cooler Effect: A Psychologist Explores Extraordinary Power Rumors. On this site he provides some excerpts of the text as well as links to some
other good resources on rumors on his site. [added 4/25/09] Infectious behavior – a lot of great articles in the APS Observer including this cover article [added 7/6/06] Don Forsyth's group dynamic pages – A few years ago I pointed you to Don Forsyth's excellent resources available online. I point you to
them again because 1) they are still excellent! and 2) they have moved with Don to his new address at the University of Richmond. [added 1/15/06] Changing America: Indicators of Social and Economic Well-being by Race and Hispanic Origin - This chart book documents current differences in well-being
by race and Hispanic origin and describes how such differences have evolved in recent decades. The book is designed to further one of the goals of the president's initiative on Race: Educating Americans about the facts surrounding the issue of race in America. [added 7/16/03] The Seven Sins of Deadly
Encounters - Article by Eric Matson [added 3/6/02] Study Groups: SYMLOG Questionnaire - developed by David and adapted from Robert Bale's 'SYMLOG Case Study Kit, these online questionnaires can be used to measure the behavior of team members that you have observed, and also your
perceptions of how you behave in different settings, and your subjective attitudes about your own behavior – data can be entered online and a graph of results can be produced online as well. [added 3/6/02] Case Studies The Cuban Missile Crisis - Classified Documents, Audio Clips, Chronology, Analysis
and More from an Exhibition The Cuban Missile Crisis, 1962: The 40th Anniversary from the National Security Archive at George Washington University [added 12/1/04] The Andes Survivors - description and resources related to true history of airplane survivors - good for the study of many group
processes [added 3/6/02] The Jonestown Massacre Jonestown Massacre Resources [added 6/3/09] Several resources on the massacre - This site from NPR provides audio of stories about the event, the event, the event an interview with a survivor, pictures of the massacre, review of the events and
more. [added 3/19/04] Multiple resources on the massacre from the Department of Religious Studies at San Diego State University – The department has created a website titled Alternative Considerations of Jonestown and the Peoples Temple, which provides a 25th anniversary review, personal
reflections, ribbon transcripts and more. [added 3/19/04] Crowding Policing Crowds – A good blog post identified by Steve Jones that offers alternative explanations for crowd behavior beyond deindividuation. Links to a report on Crowd Psychology and Public Order Policing. [added 2/19/14] Crowds like
messy mobs pile up a myth? - good article describing how this view is often at odds with research [la 1/19/10] Studying congestion in synthetic laboratory - Torrens and his research team, funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF), are developing a synthetic laboratory populated with thousands of
artificial agents to experiment with ideas and theories of crowd behavior and dynamics that would otherwise be impenetrable for academic investigation. Of particular interest are the geographical processes that arise for a crowd to become loaded and then cross over tipping point to a full-blown riot.
[7/13/09] Crowd influence – Interesting look at a relatively new phenomenon where the Internet allows large groups of people to gather for a cause or purpose – the primary focus of this selection is on buying together. CROWD CLOUT: Online grouping of citizens/consumers for a particular thing, be it
political, civic or commercial, aimed at everything from bringing down politicians to forcing vendors to fork over discounts. [added 7/8/07] Deindividuation and anonymity Anonymity on the Internet - a good article noted by Steve Jones [added 2/19/14] Being in a group makes us less to fact check How to
improve group group making - Meta-analysis examines the role of the exchange of information in group decisions. [7/13/09] Does asking yourself more than once improve your decision? - Blog post reviews an interesting study. [added 8/10/08] Four failures to discuss groups – This blog post reviews some
interesting research on group decisions and possible decision failures, such as when majority influence can override accurate responses. Here's the research study. [added 8/10/08] Is a team different from the sum of its parts? - This research examines whether groups or individuals are riskier in fund
management using real business data. [added 4/13/08] Group Decision: Editing Wikipedia – interesting article that starts with a different focus, but examines mainly how devices like Wikipedia evolve through group editing [added 12/11/07] Testosterone and diversity in group performance – interestingly,
this research found that teams with high levels of testosterone work better with low diversity among their member, while the opposite is true for low-testosterone teams. Working with a friend can improve performance - Should you let your students or co-workers work with friends?  A recent meta-analysis
suggests that working with friends may be more effective than working with acquaintances. Group interaction breeds creativity – very interesting New Yorker article reviewing research on brainstorming and how group interaction can promote creativity [added 7/8/12] N effect and competition – Research
has usually found that the larger the size of the group (N-effect) a person is in less motivation that the person will have to compete. Some possible explanations are included in this good article. [added 12/28/10] Working in a team increases the human pain threshold - [added 1/19/10] Three perspectives
on team learning - a research paper, Three perspectives on team learning: Outcome improvement, task mastery, and group process, from Harvard Business School [added 12/30/06] Group polarization – a blog post on the subject -- h/t Steve Jones [added 2/19/14] Group polarization in today's climate –
The polarization of extremes is an interesting essay claiming that polarization is even greater now because it's even easier to search for similar views and ignore disconfirming views. [added 3/23/08] Ostracism Children's and teenagers' reasons for excluding others - Eighty-four children were interviewed:
28 7-year-olds, 28 11-year-olds and 28 17-year-olds. A clear difference arose with age. The younger children rarely described themselves as having a choice when they had excluded others. They mentioned mostly practical reasons – We played piggy-back wars... another kid wanted to play ... we didn't
have more people for him, or peer pressure – we played jump roping and someone else wanted to play with us, but then mine said no. Their grounds of innocence contradict behavioral observations that show that young children often leave other children out deliberately. The 17-year-olds, on the other
hand, were more up front, usually gave the reason why they disliked the excluded person - We did not invite this girl because she is not open ... , was a typical comment. [added 12/24/12] Acetomeniphen reduces the pain of social rejection - Yep, soon there will be a pill for everything. Apparently, social
rejection and physical pain really share some of the same brain circuits. The first link is to the journal article; the second link is to a blog post about it. [added 7/21/10] Does it literally feel cold with social exclusion? In another experiment, instead of relying on volunteers' memories, the researchers triggered
feelings of alienation by allowing the volunteers to play a computer-simulated ball-swinging game. The game was designed so that some of the volunteers had the ball tossed to them many times, but others were left out. Afterwards, all volunteers rated the desirability of certain foods and drinks: hot coffee,
biscuits, an ice-cold Coke, an apple and hot soup. The results were striking. As reported in the September issue of Psychological Science, a journal of the Association for Psychological Science, the unpopular volunteers who had been ostracized during the computer game were much more likely than the
others to want either hot soup or hot coffee. Their preference for hot food and drink was probably due to the fact that they physically felt cold as a result of their exclusion. [added 4/25/09] Cyberball! - Kipling Williams offers downloads of Cyberball, a virtual ball-throwing game that can be used for research
into ostracism, social exclusion, or rejection. Can also possibly be used for lab activities. [added 1/8/06] Social Facilitation Heaven's GateCult Controversies – resources from the Washington Post describing various controversial cults since the 1950s [added 12/1/06] F.A.C.T.Net.org – F.A.C.T.Net (The
Fight Against Coercive Tactics Network) focuses on protecting freedom of mind from damage caused by all forms of thought control and unethical influence – lots of information and resources on cults, Scientology and Attempts at Mind Control [added 12/06/02] A social psychological critique of
brainwashing claims about recruitment to new religions - article by James T. Richardson - from J. Hadden and D. Bromley, eds. (1993), The Handbook of Cults and Sects in America. Greenwich CT: JAI Press, Inc., pp. 75-97. [la 3/6/02] International Cultic Studies Association – Founded in 1979, the
International Cultic Studies Association (ICSA) is a global network of people affected by psychological manipulation and abuse in cult groups, alternative movements and other environments. ICSA is tax-exempt, supports civil liberties and is not affiliated to any commercial organisations. Transcendental
Meditation - a critical look from trancenet.org trancenet.org
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